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Abstract

The ability of plants to exert health benefits beyond antioxidant and micronutrient capacity introduces a gap in scientific understanding. The xenohormesis hypothesis aims to fill this gap, proposing that an evolutionary adaptation of enzyme and receptor pathways allow us to react to information that plants provide about the environment, offering a distinct survival advantage. The concept suggests that phytochemicals produced by plants under stress are able to activate longevity pathways in other organisms when consumed. The same pathways activated by calorie restriction, the highly conserved sirtuin enzymes and cellular homeostasis mechanisms provide an exciting perspective for treating chronic conditions related to excessive consumption. Harnessing the biological activity associated with the xenohormesis paradigm could provide a simple and achievable therapeutic alternative, although it needs to be considered within the confounding framework. The objective of this paper is to provide an update on the role of xenohormesis within nutritional medicine and to discuss the impact of modern food supply and consumption practices on evolutionary processes.

Introduction

Hormesis is the biological process where a low dose exposure to a toxin or environmental condition, which would otherwise be damaging at a higher dose, induces an adaptive response that is actually beneficial. It is a concept embedded in evolutionary theory, and essentially it supports the idea that what does not kill us makes us stronger. The xenohormesis hypothesis, first coined by Howitz and Sinclair, explains how stressed plants and autotrophs produce compounds that offer survival benefits to animals that consume them.\(^2\)\(^3\) It specifically proposes that the majority of health benefits from plant consumption come not only from their known antioxidant and micronutrient properties, but also from an evolutionary adaptation of enzyme and receptor pathways. According to the hypothesis, mammals and fungi have the ability to utilize and react to information plants provide about the environment, offering a distinct selective advantage.\(^3\)

The molecular mechanisms underlying the hypothesis are not yet fully understood; however, the philosophical perspective provides insight on stress responses and their biochemical purpose. Stress is a universal state experienced by all living organisms in response to their environment. Plants are particularly vulnerable because they are unable to remove themselves from danger and have highly developed coping mechanisms to ensure survival. Plants experiencing mild stress in the form of severe temperature, dehydration, nutrient deprivation, sun exposure, toxins and predators produce a variety of protective compounds or secondary metabolites known as phytochemicals. These allow plants to overcome continuous and temporary threats to their survival; such phytochemicals act as UV filters, antibiotics, insecticides and fungicides, while also defending against herbivores, competitive plant species and pollutants.\(^4\) When consumed, these bioactive plant molecules have the ability to induce and up-regulate specific biological pathways associated with endurance, longevity and disease resistance in animals. Unsurprisingly, survival, reproductive ability and natural selection favors those that activate longevity and cellular defensive pathways, and so facilitate the natural cycle of plant stress and conferred resistance in animals.

The success of an evolutionary process partially relies on the concept that environmental exposure represents a relevant and significant threat to survival. Considering the increasing occurrence of contemporary health conditions relating to affluence and excessive consumption, it is possible to draw a link between dietary habits that do not reflect physiological needs (and agricultural practices that do not reflect a balanced environment) and the interruption of survival processes. The xenohormesis hypothesis can be used not only as a way of identifying mechanisms that aid in our understanding of disease etiology but also as an exciting modern concept embracing nutritional medicine, targeting treatment and...
prevention. This paper aims to review the current understanding regarding xenohormesis and associated biological pathways as well as the realistic application of related compounds in response to contemporary health problems.

**Evolution of the human diet and contemporary health issues**

Throughout the human lineage, consumption of plant and animal food products has changed in response to environmental and lifestyle factors. The xenohormesis hypothesis suggests that non-nutrient plant molecules assist in human stress resistance and survival during harsh conditions; however, it is unlikely that this activity alone dictated survival. Energy dense animal food sources and their associated stress signals played a central role in evolutionary development and natural selection. Humans have a long and seemingly successful history of meat consumption, with the use of animal food products dating back at least 5 million years. In modern society however, excessive meat consumption, in combination with other high-energy foods and a sedentary lifestyle, is associated with a growing list of chronic conditions.

Calorie restriction, but not starvation, initiates mild stress in the deprived organism and activates pathways that trigger ER stress and mitochondrial stress occur in response to genetic and environmental disconnection. While antioxidant activity is partially responsible for resveratrol’s beneficial effects via homeostatic mechanisms, it is because of resveratrol and other polyphenolic compounds that mild to moderate wine drinking has been linked to cancer protection and reduced cardiovascular disease, as well to slowing of neurodegenerative conditions.

Many non-nutritional dietary components activate stress responses and homeostasis mechanisms in animals. Polyphenols are a group of phytochemicals closely associated with plant stress and secondary resistance in animals. Bioactive polyphenols are known to have antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties, and have been directly linked to reduced mortality rates in humans. One of the most promising and well-researched xenohormetic polyphenols is resveratrol, a stilbene commonly known for its presence in red wine.

Resveratrol activates the same pathways as calorie restriction, with early research showing the compound was able to activate sirtuin (SIRT2) enzymes in the yeast strain Saccharomyces cerevisiae, resulting in improved DNA stability and a dramatic 70% increase in lifespan. This observation essentially formed the foundations of the xenohormesis hypothesis, sparking interest in phytochemically activated enzyme/receptor pathways and their origin. The mammalian sirtuin homologs, a group of 7 NAD+-dependent histone deacetylases (SIRT 1-7), act on a variety of physiological processes including metabolism, apoptosis, DNA repair and DNA transcription.

Due to the synthesis of resveratrol in response to stress, grapes grown in undesirably cool environments, at high elevation or in alkaline soil produce the best wine in relation to taste and health.

It is difficult to predict the extent to which dietary behaviors affect health, however, the etiology of most conditions is in some way related to an individual’s past or present nutritional status. Non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) and cardiovascular disease (CVD) are often referred to as diseases of affluence, where prevalence rises with economic development. While affluence is no longer considered the major factor it once was, these diet-related chronic diseases impose a significant healthcare burden. In 2010, dietary risk factors such as low fruit intake, in combination with excess energy and physical inactivity were estimated to account for 10% of global disability and years of life lost. Therefore, it is possible to associate contemporary health issues with inappropriate biological stress and environmental disconnection. Treating diet-related disease with dietary intervention is not a novel concept; however, considering the complex evolution of the human diet and the risks associated with contemporary food choices, a deeper understanding of xenohormesis could provide a specific direction for nutritional intervention.

**Calorie restriction**

Calorie excess is a primary risk factor in a variety of modern health problems; therefore, it is not surprising that calorie restriction is associated with increased lifespan and improved health. First identified in rats over 75 years ago, the relationship between fasting and longevity has been observed in a variety of organisms, including yeast, flies, rodents and monkeys. While the exact mechanism remains relatively unknown, various relevant metabolic pathways have been identified. Calorie restriction, but not starvation, initiates mild stress in the deprived organism and activates pathways related to increased metabolic efficacy and protection from cellular damage. These pathways are the result of a highly conserved evolutionary response, where improved health from fasting ensures survival in times of restriction and thus the ability to reproduce when suitable conditions return. In a time where many chronic conditions are associated with obesity, the concept that calorie restriction could improve population health status seems obvious yet remarkably difficult to put into practice. A key point here is that plant compounds are known to activate the same longevity pathways associated with calorie restriction when consumed.

**Xenohormetic pathways**

Many non-nutritional dietary components activate stress responses and homeostasis mechanisms in animals. Polyphenols are a group of phytochemicals closely associated with plant stress and secondary resistance in animals. Bioactive polyphenols are known to have antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties, and have been directly linked to reduced mortality rates in humans. One of the most promising and well-researched xenohormetic polyphenols is resveratrol, a stilbene commonly known for its presence in red wine.

Resveratrol activates the same pathways as calorie restriction, with early research showing the compound was able to activate sirtuin (SIRT2) enzymes in the yeast strain Saccharomyces cerevisiae, resulting in improved DNA stability and a dramatic 70% increase in lifespan. This observation essentially formed the foundations of the xenohormesis hypothesis, sparking interest in phytochemically activated enzyme/receptor pathways and their origin. The mammalian sirtuin homologs, a group of 7 NAD+-dependent histone deacetylases (SIRT 1-7), act on a variety of physiological processes including metabolism, apoptosis, DNA repair and DNA transcription. Due to the synthesis of resveratrol in response to stress, grapes grown in undesirably cool environments, at high elevation or in alkaline soil produce the best wine in relation to taste and health.

While antioxidant activity is partially responsible for resveratrol’s protective action, it is also thought to be the result of a highly adaptive stress response and various signaling pathways activated by SIRT1 enzymes in mammals.

Other biological pathways involved in stress response and survival mechanisms should be considered alongside or within the xenohormesis paradigm. The proteasome, endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria (PERM) hypothesis aims to explain how xenobiotic compounds, including trace metals and phytochemicals, exert beneficial effects via homeostatic mechanisms. The hypothesis explains stress response on a cellular level, where proteasomes, the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), mitochondria and peroxisomes, collectively form a functional structure labeled the proteome. The proteome works to regulate cell apoptosis or autophagy under oxidative stress by mechanisms of altered calcium homeostasis, mitochondrial polarization and chaotic oscillation. It is thought that reactive oxygen species (ROS) produced by exposure to phytochemicals and xenobiotic compounds act as signaling molecules that trigger ER stress and subsequent proteome formation. While extended or excessive exposure to ROS leads to protein, lipid and nucleic acid degradation, low amounts exert therapeutic like effects by regulation of cell signaling cascades. The outcome is cell conservation or death, and the resulting pathway ultimately supports survival of the remaining living cells.

ER stress and mitochondrial stress occur in response to genetic and environmental factors. Cells under physiological stress pro-

Xenohormesis and the modern diet

Xenohormetic awareness raises important questions about the food supply chain; the way we eat, source and respond to our food is continuously changing in response to a growing population and climate change. It is well known that modern agricultural practices aim for large yields and uniformed produce in order to optimize financial profit. Crops are provided with ideal conditions for growth in the form of environmental or chemical protection, removing any form of stress that could inhibit or alter the final product. Many studies have identified composition differences between organic and conventional plants and while results are often conflicting with regard to nutritional value, there is a general consensus that conventional inorganic practices produce larger yields and fewer stress compounds.

Previous reviews on xenohormesis have raised concern regarding the increasing popularity of mono-cropping and the subsequent loss of nutritional benefit. While growth and har-
vesting techniques that remove plant stress essentially eradicate the traditional application of xenohormesis, it could be argued that this is simply an evolutionary reflection of a time where the environment does not represent an immediate threat. Despite this, and in response to increasing concern, a growing consumer demand for higher quality fruit and vegetables has promoted the exploration of breeding programs focused on improving the nutritional qualities of fresh produce.

Applying mild stress in the form of high light, heat shock and chilling shock can increase the concentration of phenolic compounds in lettuce without inhibiting overall growth or yield, while the cultivation period and phytochemical concentration in broccoli can be increased by low radiation exposure under controlled temperature. The concept provides an opportunity for population level nutritional intervention; however, it is not without practicality issues. Most polyphenols and bioactive compounds are bitter or astringent; therefore, increasing nutritional value is either limited or achieved only by sacrificing sensory quality. While nature’s regulation of polyphenol intake presents limitations for the deliberate application of xenohormesis, this remains an exciting area of food and nutritional science and provides scientists with the ability to generate plants that could address diet-related chronic disease and possibly global scale health issues.

Xenohormesis and nutritional medicine

Xenohormesis, via nutrition, is associated with survival, unintentional disease prevention and general wellbeing. Phytochemicals have a secure place in the nutraceutical market; however, despite obvious therapeutic potential and commonly supported non-toxicity, many factors have prevented definitive recommendations regarding medicinal use at this time. It is important to note that plants interact with many biological pathways and demonstrate diverse therapeutic activity, which means their physiological effect can be inconsistent and altered by many variables. Table 1 outlines a selection of clinical evidence supporting the therapeutic use of certain phytochemical compounds.

It is thought that dietary polyphenols can provide relief to subjects with NIDDM by obvious anti-inflammatory and antioxidant capacity, but also by offering protection to pancreatic beta cells against glucose toxicity. Resveratrol has been widely studied for its ability to interact with insulin-regulated blood glucose pathways. Use of the polyphenol was shown to extend the lifespan and exert a wide range of health benefits on overweight mice subjected to a high-calorie diet; however, the same meaningful results are yet to be achieved in subjects of normal weight. Another animal study has confirmed the context-dependent activity of resveratrol, with variables such as sex, diet and metabolic condition directly influencing the results. Human trials have also shown that beneficial activity is dictated by dosage, length of exposure and the patient’s health status. Twenty-six weeks of resveratrol intake, otherwise healthy overweight subjects, was able to improve memory and brain function in addition to improved glucose metabolism, which is supported by another study reporting beneficial effects on blood glucose levels in overweight participants. In contrast however, 8 weeks of red wine polyphenol supplementation in obese volunteers did not improve insulin sensitivity, and when trialed on healthy non-obese patients, resveratrol was shown to have little to no effect. Based on current knowledge, resveratrol activity might be more beneficial when administered as a smaller dose over a long period of time. Furthermore, its therapeutic effect appears to favor those with already compromised health, which is significant when considering prevention of NIDDM in overweight subjects.

Many plant compounds have demonstrated beneficial cardio-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Phytochemical compounds associated with hormetic pathways and a selection of clinical evidence supporting their therapeutic potential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Compound</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphoraphane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catechins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curcumin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resveratrol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lignan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quercetin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: NIDDM, non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus.
vascular effects, including antioxidant, antithrombotic and anti-inflammatory properties.\(^6\) Phytochemicals play a multi-faceted role in the treatment and prevention of CVD; alteration of endothelial cell function, blood lipid profile and blood pressure are areas susceptible to phytochemical therapy. Human trials have shown that polyphenols can significantly reduce fasting and postprandial plasma triglyceride concentrations in obese metabolically compromised subjects.\(^6\) Furthermore, participants at high CVD risk, who consumed high amounts of stilbene polyphenols and lignin from a Mediterranean diet, demonstrated a reduced risk of overall mortality after 5 years of dietary intervention.\(^6\) Interestingly, grape-seed polyphenol supplementation in hypertensive adults did not significantly influence blood pressure measurements and combined polyphenol and vitamin C supplementation over 6 weeks negatively increased blood pressure variation, suggesting combined therapy could be detrimental.\(^7\) While the benefits of polyphenol intake on CVD risk is evident, it remains unclear whether a typical intake of polyphenol-rich foods offers cardio-protection.\(^11,72\)

**Limitations**

The xenohormesis hypothesis represents a concept with evolutionary biology at the heart of the paradigm; however, purposeful application of the concept presents limitations. Current research suggests resveratrol treatment is only beneficial in certain population groups, with many studies having focused on overweight, metabolically-challenged or elderly subjects. While it is ethically and practically difficult to establish a causal connection between plant compounds and the extension of human longevity, the relevance of extrapolation from animal and in vitro studies remains unknown. From a philosophical perspective, exploitation of evolutionary processes could be counterproductive, and limitations regarding suitable use could be a reflection of this. Previous reviews have highlighted the inconsistency of phytochemical bioavailability in humans and how medicinal qualities are difficult to reproduce due to composition variation from one plant to the next.\(^37\) Additionally, despite the fact that resveratrol and other polyphenols are found in many foods, in reality they are not very abundant in a normal diet. While the recommended daily dosage is varied and supplements range from 2 mg up to 500 mg, the average resveratrol and resveratrol-derivative intake in certain wine-drinking population groups is just 100 µg/day and 933 µg/day respectively.\(^73\) Studies concerning appropriate dosage, where smaller amounts appear to be more beneficial,\(^4,7,75\) further reiterate the idea that polyphenol activity is part of a wider, context-dependent, biological occurrence.

**Perspective**

Xenohormesis and its medicinal scope is a broad concept, difficult to comprehend on a large scale. In order to gain a wider understanding and to overcome the limitations discussed previously, research should be focused on smaller, independent areas. Further identification of hormetic compounds and the food sources that provide them is an essential part of this process. Agricultural factors restricting the traditional application of xenohormesis should be identified along with advantageous environmental stresses and consumer tolerance levels that allow for maximum therapeutic benefit and sensory satisfaction. Future research should focus on the human bioavailability of related compounds in addition to other metabolic factors that effect a therapeutic benefit, including phytochemical interaction with other bioactive compounds. The relationship between PERM cellular homeostasis and sirtuin activation would also aid in the understanding of aging and longevity factors. Long-term human clinical trials including non-obese, healthy subjects would replicate xenohormesis in a controlled environment and provide valuable insight into the potential of its medicinal applications, both preventative and curative. Consolidating current research will establish the need for agricultural and food supply chain practices that ensure evolutionary processes are preserved or encouraged.

**Conclusions**

The xenohormesis hypothesis of plant stress and secondary resistance by sirtuin activation and cellular homeostasis mechanisms not only provides a rational explanation for the diverse therapeutic activity of phytochemicals, but also offers an avenue for realistic health intervention. In a time where excessive and inappropriate food consumption has led to an increase in chronic health conditions and reduced lifespan, understanding and applying evolutionary principles to nutritional medicine is a novel, yet promising, concept. Other contemporary factors, including the way we produce and source food, pose a significant threat to evolutionary and/or adaptive processes, and should be considered in relation to contemporary health concerns. Research regarding xenohormetic compounds has produced conflicting results regarding dosage and metabolic activity. Despite confusion, the nutritional and medicinal potential of plant polyphenols represents an area of research likely to produce alternative therapeutic models in the future.
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